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Facets - A Definition
It is probably easiest to understand the use of the term facet in information 
retrieval systems as categories derived from the universe of objects that one is 
seeking to discover, whether we are dealing with manufactured products at Home 
Depot or Greek manuscripts in a library collection.
(Nelson & Turney 2015)
eCommerce: Where it all began…
Faceted Navigation
Primo ExLibris
Negative 1st Responses to Faceted Searching
● User is overloaded and confused
● Users have difficulty expanding result sets     
● Unclear facet labels
● Users ask for more simplicity
(Blumer, Hugi, & Schneider, 2014)
Positive Responses to Faceted Searches
● Facets help avoid dead ends
● Users are faster with facets
● User satisfaction higher than with general search forms
● Affect of more successful searches
(Blumer, Hugi, & Schneider, 2014)
Open-ended Search Primo Usability Test
(Spring 2015) University of Kansas Libraries
Subjects - 30 undergraduates 
Findings -
● High level of satisfaction with Primo
● Approached Primo much like a commercial search engine
● Format the most used limiter
● Two-thirds of UGs  used facets - 67% used at least one facet -
91 searches (62 used 1 facet, 17 used 2 facets, 12 used 3 facets)    
(Kliewer, Monroe-Gluick, Gamble, & Radio, 2016)
Game Changer –
Ability to Lock and Delete Facets
            Searching as Strategic Exploration
Fixed Mindset or Growth Mindset?
Scholarship as Conversation
Fixed Mindset - “[Students] with a fixed mindset assume they have a given 
personality, character, and level of intelligence.” 
“ ‘I am just no good at this.’ ”
Growth Mindset - “[Students] with a growth mindset believe that personal 
qualities can be cultivated through effort.”
“ ‘I really need to work at this, and get the support I need.’ ” 
(Black & Allen, 2017)
From Searching by Place to
Searching by Discovery
photo from pinterest
The Mystery of Nancy Drew
New Primo’s Design Team
at Portland State University Library (2016)










Facets open or closed
Facet labels
My perspective on UX
Primo Analytics for Facets
Classic Primo - launched August 2014
2014-2015                 all messed up (due to testing and problems)
2015-2016 UX getting it
New Primo - launched August 2016
2016-2017 UX getting comfortable with transition
2017-2018 UX really getting it
Primo Analytics: A Statistics Caveat
Primo Analytics draws from
live Primo and the Primo sandbox!
pixabay.com
Show Only Sandbox- Open Access
New Primo Sessions         Facets Selected
2017 -2018  5                       13
Primo Analytics
June 6, 2018
Availability - On Library Shelves
Sessions Facets Selected 
Classic Primo
2015-2016 4,474                   7,449
New Primo
2016-2017 3,438 4,883
2017-2018* 8,093                 12,889
Primo Analytics
June 6, 2018
Availability - Peer Reviewed Journals








Availability - PSU Online Resources
Primo Analytics presents two possible statistics
for PSU Online Resources: 
● Full text Online 
● Online Resources PSU
Until further clarification, these statistics will go unreported.
Resource Type header - open facets









Sessions Facets Selected 
Classic Primo
2015-2016 5,996                     13,471
New Primo
2016-2017 10,076 20,942
2017-2018* 8,704                     17,013
Primo Analytics
June 6, 2018
Author header - open facets
Sessions        Facets Selected 
Classic Primo
2015-2016 594                  894
New Primo
2016-2017 846                1,124
2017-2018* 3,092              4,869
Primo Analytics
June 6, 2018
Subject (Primo Topic) header - open facets
Sessions     Facets Selected 
Classic Primo
2015-2016 578                       932                           
New Primo
2016-2017 1,709 2,744
2017-2018*                     6,110 20,867
Primo Analytics
June 6, 2018
Language header - closed facets




2016-2017 263 336                             
2017-2018* 1,389                   1,967                          
Primo Analytics
June 6, 2018
Journal Title header - closed facets








Composer header - open facets
Sessions             Facets Selected 
New Primo
2016-2017 1                                1
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Searching as strategic exploration
Authority is constructed and contextual
Information creation as a process
Primo Analytics Pathway to Facets Report
● Under New, select Analysis
● Select Primo Facet Usage
● Under Subject Areas, select Facet Usage
● Double click Facets Selected, Sessions, and Facet Value
● Select Facet Types
● Double click Facet Type
● Select Dates
● Double click Year
● Click on Results tab
● Export Analysis (Hauser, 2018)
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